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Abstract
Despite the great success of GANs in images translation
with different conditioned inputs such as semantic segmentation and edge maps, generating high-fidelity realistic images with reference styles remains a grand challenge in conditional image-to-image translation. This paper presents a
general image translation framework that incorporates optimal transport for feature alignment between conditional
inputs and style exemplars in image translation. The introduction of optimal transport mitigates the constraint of
many-to-one feature matching significantly while building
up accurate semantic correspondences between conditional
inputs and exemplars. We design a novel unbalanced optimal transport to address the transport between features
with deviational distributions which exists widely between
conditional inputs and exemplars. In addition, we design a
semantic-activation normalization scheme that injects style
features of exemplars into the image translation process
successfully. Extensive experiments over multiple image
translation tasks show that our method achieves superior
image translation qualitatively and quantitatively as compared with the state-of-the-art.

1. Introduction
Conditional image-to-image translation aims to generate
images from certain given conditional inputs such as semantic segmentation [30, 40], layout [20], and key points
[36]. With the advance of Generative Adversarial Networks
(GANs), it has made rapid progress and achieved quite
promising translation performance in recent years. However, most existing methods have very loose control over
the translation process which often affects the translation
quality greatly and so the wide application of image translation in various tasks. Optimal style control is still an open
challenge in high-fidelity realistic image translation.
Several prior works attempted to tackle the style control
challenge by using a latent code that is encoded by either
Variational Auto-Encoder (VAE) [30] or style encoder [3].
However, latent codes often impair style control accuracy as
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Figure 1. Different feature matching in image translation: Cosine
Similarity tends to match each feature separately which often leads
to many-to-one matching. Classical optimal transport (Classical
OT) suppresses the many-to-one matching problem but it matches
all feature points including undesired outliers (existing between
deviational feature distributions). Our designed unbalanced optimal transport (Unbalanced OT) mitigates many-to-one matching
and avoid outlier matching effectively.

they do not have sufficient capacity to capture detailed style
information. A different approach is to inject specific style
codes for different semantic regions [56], but it is specifically designed for conditional input of semantic segmentation and cannot well generalize to other conditional inputs. Recently, Zhang et al. [51] explore to establish dense
semantic correspondence between conditioned input and a
given style exemplar so as to offer dense style guidance in
translation. However, it constructs the semantic correspondence based on cosine similarity that often leads to manyto-one matching (i.e. multiple conditional input features
match to the same exemplar feature as illustrated in Fig.
1) and missing of details in image translation.
We designed UNITE, UNbalanced optImal feature
Transport for Exemplar-based image translation that
achieves high-fidelity image generation with faithful style
to given exemplars. UNITE consists of a feature transport
network and a translation network that are inter-connected
and can be jointly optimized in training. The feature
transport network introduces optimal transport [31] which
matches two sets of features as a whole and effectively overcomes many-to-one matching as in the widely adopted cosine similarity [51] that matches individual features separately. To tackle the distribution deviations between conditional inputs and exemplars, we design an unbalanced op-

timal transport technique that adaptively learns the mass
(or weight) of each individual feature for effective transport between distributions of different masses. In the translation network, we design a semantic-activation normalization scheme that injects the aligned features into the translation process, where the exemplar features are transported in
a multi-stage manner for preserving rich and complicated
textural details. Extensive experiments show that UNITE
translates images with superior realism and fidelity.
The contributions of this work can be summarized in
three aspects. First, we propose a conditional image translation framework that introduces optimal transport for proper
feature alignment and faithful style control in image translation. Second, we design an unbalanced optimal transport technique with adaptive mass learning scheme that is
capable of aligning features with deviational distributions,
and a multi-stage transport strategy that can preserve complex textures at different scales. Third, we design a novel
semantic-activation normalization that is capable of injecting the aligned style features into the image translation process effectively.

2. Related Work
2.1. Image-to-Image Translation
GAN-based image-to-image translation has been investigated extensively due to its wide applications in different
tasks such as domain adaptation [32, 44], data augmentation [49, 45], image editing [41, 15, 42], image composition [46, 43], etc. Existing works explored different conditional inputs such as semantic segmentation [10, 40, 30],
scene layouts [35, 53, 20], key points [27, 29, 48], edge
maps [10, 55, 18], etc. for photo-realistic image translation.
On the other hand, optimal style control remains a critical
yet challenging task that has attracted increasing attention in
recent years. For example, [9] and [26] transfer style codes
from exemplars to source images via adaptive instance normalization (AdaIN) [8]. [30] uses variational autoencoder
(VAE) [13] to encode exemplars for image translation. [3]
employs a style encoder for style consistency between exemplars and the translated images.
Different from the aforementioned methods that adopt
latent vectors for style control, [51] learns dense semantic
correspondences between conditional inputs and exemplars
for image translation. Similar ideas have been explored in
other translation tasks such as image colorization [6, 47]
that also employs exemplars to build up semantic correspondences. On the other hand, most existing works use cosine similarity to build up semantic correspondences which
often suffer from many-to-one matching and resultant feature missing. We introduce optimal transport for feature
matching that treats the whole feature set as a whole and
overcomes the many-to-one matching effectively.

2.2. Optimal Transport
Optimal transport (OT) [38] provides a principal way of
comparing distributions and offers optimal plans for matching distributions. As a linear programming problem, classic
OT is computationally intensive and [5] presents entropy
regularized optimal transport that is differentiable and can
be solved by the Sinkhorn-Knopp algorithm [34, 14] efficiently. On the other hand, the classical optimal transport
has a typical constraint that they can only handle distributions with equal mass and thus become inapplicable while
facing unbalanced distributions with different masses and
deviations as widely existed in various tasks. Different approaches have been reported to address this new challenge.
For example, [2] presents a unified treatment of unbalanced
optimal transport that allows for both static and dynamic
formulations. [21] introduce an entropic version of unbalanced optimal transport.
In recent years, optimal transport has been widely explored in various computer vision tasks such as domain
adaptation [4], semantic matching [23], style transfer [16],
etc. In this work, we adapt unbalanced feature transport
for aligning deviational features between conditional inputs
and exemplars for high-fidelity image translation.

3. Proposed Method
Our UNITE consists of a feature transport network (in
blue and orange) and a translation network (in green) which
are inter-connected as shown in Fig. 2. The feature transport network aligns the features of conditional inputs and
exemplars and the translation network produces the final
synthesis, more details to be described in the following subsections.

3.1. Feature Transport Network
The feature transport network aims to transport the feature of exemplars to be aligned with that of conditional inputs, thus providing accurate style guidance for the image
translation. As shown in Fig. 2, both conditional input and
exemplar are fed to two feature extractors FX and FZ to
extract two sets of feature vectors X = (x1 , · · · , xn ) ∈ Rd
and Z = (z1 , · · · , zn ) ∈ Rd , where n denotes the number
of feature vectors and d denotes the feature dimension.
To align feature sets X and Z, most existing methods
[51, 6, 47] build a dense correspondence matrix between
X and Z by measuring the Cosine similarity between any
two feature vectors. As each feature vector xi is matched to
the feature vector zj with the maximum Cosine similarity
separately, multiple feature vectors in X may correspond
to the same feature vector in Z (i.e. many-to-one matching), which leads to blurry translation as illustrated in Fig.
3. To avoid many-to-one matching between sets of feature
vectors, we introduce optimal transport method to align the
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Figure 2. The framework of our proposed network: The Conditional Input and Exemplar are fed to feature extractors FX and FZ to
extract feature vectors X and Z. The mass (or weight) of the feature vectors (α and β masses) are then determined collectively by X
and Z. The weights and the feature vectors form two sets of Dirac masses α and β, which are further aligned through Unbalanced
Optimal Transport. With an obtained Transport Plan, the feature of the Exemplar is transported in a multi-stage manner to be aligned with
that of the Conditional Input. The aligned features will be injected into the translation network through a proposed SEmantic-ACtivation
(dE)normalization (SEACE) to synthesize the final output image. (Blue and orange parts for feature transport network, green part for
translation network)

features of conditional inputs and exemplars.
Classical Optimal Transport. The classical Optimal
transport aims to determine the best transport plan (namely
the minimum amount of total work required) to transform
one measure into another with the same mass. Here the
‘work’ is evaluated by the product of the cost and the
amount of mass to be transported. With constraints on the
total masses in transport, optimal transport penalizes the
many-to-one matching effectively.
To formulate the feature alignment as an optimal transport problem and derive the constraints of total masses,
we encode the conditional input feature
Pn X and exemplar
feature
Z
as
Dirac
masses:
α
=
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β
δ
,
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tors xi , zi denote the locations of αi , βi . Then we define
a distance matrix C, where each entry Cij in C gives the
cost of moving mass αi to mass βj which can be defined
x> ·z

by: Cij = 1 − ||xii|| ||zjj || A transport plan T can be defined,
where each entry Tij is the amount of masses transported
between αi and βj . Then the classical optimal transport
problem can be formed as:
OT (α, β) = min(
T
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n
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h
i
min hC, T i + τ KL(T ~1||α) + τ KL(T >~1||β)

Cij Tij ) = minhC, T i
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(T ~1) = α,

(1)

(T >~1) = β

The constraints of the total masses

(T >~1) = β naturally penalize the many-to-one matching
in optimal transport as illustrated in Fig. 3.
Unbalanced Optimal Transport. For classical optimal
transport, the total P
masses of thePtwo measures should be
n
n
the same, namely i=1 αi =
j=1 βj . But for conditional inputs and exemplars, their features are usually not
perfectly matched so have different total masses. For example, the conditional input (key-point map) in Fig. 2 does not
contain feet which exist in the exemplar, so the feature of
feet region in the exemplar is treated as outliers in optimal
transport and should not be matched to any feature of the
conditional input. However, classical optimal transport inevitably matches all features, leading to inaccurate or false
matching as illustrated in Fig. 3. We handle it by introducing a relaxed version of classical optimal transport, namely
unbalanced optimal transport (UOT or unbalanced OT) [2]
that aims to determine an optimal transport plan between
measures of different total masses. We formulate unbalanced OT by replacing the ‘Hard’ conservation of masses
in (1) by a ‘Soft’ penalty with a divergence metric. An unbalanced OT problem can thus be formulated as follows:

(T ~1) = α and

T

(2)

where τ is regularization parameter, KL is the KullbackLeibler divergence which is defined as KL(a||b) =
P
n
ai
i=1 ai log( bi ) − ai + bi .

We employ cross-inner product to generate the masses
αi , βj (i, j ∈ [1, n]) associated with each feature vector.
The masses are highly correlated with specific conditional
inputs and exemplars, thus it should be determined collectively by both of them. Intuitively, the feature vector that
is more related with another feature set should have higher
mass. We therefore determine the mass of a feature vector
by computing its relevance with another feature set:
Pn
Pn
j=1 (xj )
i=1 (zi )
, βj = zj ·
(3)
αi = xi ·
n
n
The mass parameters are adaptively updated in training.
They capture the mass of each single feature vector accurately and mitigate the false matching problem effectively.
To implement UOT in a differentiable
Pn manner, an entropic regularization term H(T ) = − i,j=1 Tij log Tij is
introduced. An entropic UOT problem can be defined by:
h
i
min hC, T i + τ KL(T ~1||α) + τ KL(T >~1||β) − ηH(T )
T

where η is the regularization coefficients that denotes the
smoothness of the transport plan T . In our network, η is
fixed at 0.0001 empirically.
To obtain T , we consider the Fenchel-Legendre dual
form of the entropic UOT that is defined by:

max −F ∗ (−u) − G∗ (−v) − η
u,v

X
i,j


ui + vj − Cij
)
exp(
η

(4)

where F ∗ and G∗ are the Legendre conjugate of KL divergence which can be computed by:
F ∗ (u) = max z > u − τ KL(z||α) = τ heu/τ , αi − α>~1
z

∗

G (v) = max x> v − τ KL(x||β) = τ hev/τ , βi − β >~1
x

Then the Sinkhorn algorithm [5] can be applied to (4) for
approximating UOT solution, with a desired transport plan
T encoded by optimal dual vectors u and v as below:
Tij = αi βj exp

1
[ui + vj − Cij ]
η

(5)

Multi-Stage Feature Transport. With the transport
plan, the exemplar features can be transported to be aligned
with conditional input features for translation. Different
from CoCosNet [51] that warps exemplar images directly,
we adopt a multi-stage manner to transport exemplar features as shown in Fig. 2. This multi-stage transport helps to
preserve detailed exemplar features especially for textures
with complicated patterns as illustrated in Fig. 5.

3.2. Translation Network
The translation network aims to synthesize images under
the semantic guidance of conditional inputs and style guidance of aligned exemplar features. The overall architecture
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Figure 3. The comparison of different feature alignment methods: For visual comparison, we directly apply the feature alignment result to warp the exemplar. The Cosine Matching using
cosine similarity often leads to many-to-one matching that introduces blurry feature alignment as highlighted by red box, which
further leads to blurry synthesis result as shown in Cosine Synthesis. OT Matching using classical optimal transport suppresses
the many-to-one matching but tends to introduce false matching
as highlighted by orange box. Our proposed UOT Matching using
unbalanced optimal transport mitigates both many-to-one matching and false matching effectively, which achieve the best feature
alignment and synthesis fidelity as illustrated in UOT Synthesis.

of the translation network is similar to SPADE [30] as illustrated in Fig. 2 (green part). More details of the network
structure are available in the supplementary material.
In translation network, the aligned exemplar features are
injected into the generation process at multiple stages to
control the style of output image. Although style feature injection can be handled by several different approaches such
as SPADE [30], all prevalent approaches fail to consider the
semantic correlation between style features in feature injection. We designed an innovative semantic-aware injection
method to be described in the following subsection.
Semantic-Activation Denormalization. Ideally, the
style of a spatial position should be determined by all the
style feature with the same semantic instead of only relying
on the local feature in the exemplar. In addition, building
long-range dependencies between style features is usually
beneficial to image generation [50] as it allows to leverage
the complementary style features of distant image regions.
Based on these observations, we propose a novel SEmanticACtivation (dE)normalization (SEACE) to model the longrange dependencies across style features in style injection.
As shown in Fig. 4, two sets of modulation parameters
γZ and µZ are generated from the Aligned Feature. To aggregate the style within each semantic region and build their
long-range correlation, we introduce a semantic-activation
matrix M , which can be obtained from the extracted feature of conditional input X = (x1 , · · · , xn ) by computing its self-attention Mij = xi · xj . As there is only semantic feature in conditional input feature, the semantic-
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The feature transport network and translation network
are trained jointly, and will drive each other to achieve better
translation. For clarity purpose, we denote the conditional
input and exemplar as X and Z, the ground truth as X 0 ,
the generated image as Y , the feature extractor network for
conditional input and exemplar as FX and FZ , the translation network as G, the discriminator as D.
Feature Transport Network. First, the transported features should be cycle consistent, i.e. the original features
should be able to be recovered from the transported features. We thus employ a cycle-consistency loss as follows:
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Figure 4. The structure of the proposed SEmantic-ACtivation
(dE)normalization (SEACE): To build the long range dependency
between style features, a semantic-activation matrix is obtained by
computing the self-attention of the condition input features X that
are extracted in the feature transport network. With the semanticactivation matrix, γX is determined collectively by the entire region in γZ with the same semantic as shown at the bottom.

activation matrix accurately measures the self-semantic correlation. Then the semantic-activation matrix is employed
to aggregate the modulation parameters by γX = M · γZ
and µX = M · µZ . Thus the feature in each position of γX
is determined collectively by a region with the same semantic in γZ as shown at the bottom of Fig. 4. Meanwhile, the
long range correlation between modulation parameters with
the same semantic is established.
Specially, instead of modulating the generation network
directly with these modulation parameters, we first apply
the modulation parameters γX and µX to modulate the activation Xact of the conditional input as follows:
0
Xact
= γX · Xact + µX

ture of conditional input can be effectively corrected according to the accurate semantic information of the conditional input. Then two sets of modulation parameters γ
and µ are further generated from the modulated conditional
0
input Xact
.
A positional normalization [19] with variance γp and
mean µp is applied to the activation of the translation network Lact to preserve the structure information synthesized
in prior layers, followed by a denormalization with γ and µ
as follows:
Lact − µp
+µ
(7)
L0act = γ
γp

(6)

The intuition is that some features cannot be correctly
matched if the conditional input contains some parts that do
not exist in the exemplar. Thus before injecting the aligned
style feature into the generation process, the unmatched fea-

(8)

where T is the transport plan. As the two feature extractor
networks FX and FZ aim to extract semantic information,
the extracted features from the conditional input X and the
corresponding ground truth X 0 should be consistent. A feature consistency loss can thus be defined as follows:
Lcst = ||FX (X) − FZ (X 0 )||1

(9)

Translation Network. Several losses are employed in
the translation network to drive the generation of highfidelity images. As the semantic of the generated image
should be consistent with the conditional input X or the
ground truth X 0 , we employ a perceptual loss Lperc [11] to
penalize the semantic discrepancy as below:
Lperc = ||φl (Y ) − φ(X 0 )||1

(10)

where φl represent the activation of layer l in pre-trained
VGG-19 [33] model. To ensure the consistency of statistics between the generated image Y and the exemplar Z, a
contextual loss in [28] is adopted as follows:
X
Lcxt = − log(
max CXij (φil (Z), φjl (Y )))
(11)
i

j

where i and j are the indexes of the feature map in layer
φl . Besides, a pseudo pairs loss Lpse as described in [51] is
included in training.

Table 1. Comparing UNITE with state-of-the-art image translation methods: The comparisons were performed over four public datasets
with 3 widely used evaluation metrics FID, SWD and LPIPS.
ADE20K
COCO-Stuff
DeepFashion
CelebA-HQ
Methods
FID ↓ SWD ↓ LPIPS ↑ FID ↓ SWD ↓ LPIPS ↑ FID ↓ SWD ↓ LPIPS ↑ FID ↓ SWD ↓ LPIPS ↑
Pix2pixHD[40]
81.80 35.70
N/A
121.2 44.82
N/A
25.20 16.40
N/A
42.70 33.30
N/A
Pix2pixSC[39]
56.23 24.52
0.378
77.63 26.34
0.307
28.49 21.13
0.172
49.39 33.20
0.193
StarGAN v2[3]
98.72 65.47
0.451
153.2 61.87
0.394
43.29 30.87
0.296
48.63 41.96
0.214
SPADE[30]
33.90 19.70
0.344
49.27 19.78
0.254
36.20 27.80
0.231
31.50 26.90
0.187
SelectionGAN[37] 35.10 21.82
0.382
52.41 20.32
0.277
38.31 28.21
0.223
34.67 27.34
0.191
SMIS[57]
42.17 22.67
0.416
58.21 22.65
0.311
22.23 23.73
0.240
23.71 22.23
0.201
SEAN[56]
24.84 10.42
0.499
37.74 16.31
0.355
16.28 17.52
0.251
18.88 19.94
0.203
CoCosNet[51]
26.40 10.50
0.560
35.23 14.54
0.391
14.40 17.20
0.272
14.30 15.30
0.208
UNITE
25.15 10.13
0.571
33.65 12.18
0.401
13.08 16.65
0.278
13.15 14.91
0.213
Table 2. Comparing UNITE with state-of-the-art image translation methods over evaluation metrics semantic consistency and
style consistency (on dataset ADE20k [54]).
Semantic Consistency
VGG42 ↑ VGG52 ↑

Methods

Style Consistency
VGGM ↑ VGGV ↑

Pix2PixSC [39]
SPADE [30]
StarGAN v2 [3]
SelectionGAN [37]
SMIS [57]
SEAN [56]
CoCosNet [51]

0.840
0.861
0.741
0.843
0.862
0.868
0.878

0.751
0.772
0.718
0.785
0.787
0.791
0.790

0.941
0.934
0.919
0.951
0.951
0.962
0.986

0.932
0.884
0.907
0.912
0.933
0.942
0.965

UNITE

0.883

0.795

0.990

0.969

The discriminator adopts the same architecture with
Patch-GAN [10]. With the adversarial loss Ladv , the model
can be optimized with the following objective:
L = min max(λ1 Lcyc + λ2 Lcst + λ3 Lperc
FX ,FZ ,G

D

(12)

+ λ4 Lcxt + λ5 Lpse + λ6 Ladv )
where the weights λ balance the losses in objective.

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental Settings
Datasets: We experiment over multiple public datasets
that handle different conditional image translation tasks.
• ADE20k [54] consists of 20k training images and each
image is associated with a 150-class segmentation mask.
This is a challenging dataset to most existing methods due
to its rich data diversity. We conduct image generation by
using its semantic segmentation as conditional inputs.
• COCO-Stuff [1] augments COCO [22] with pixel-level
stuff annotations including 80 thing classes and 91 stuff
classes. We use its layout as conditional inputs. Following
[19], objects covering less than 2% of the image are ignored
and images with 3 to 8 objects are used in experiments.
• CelebA-HQ [25] consists of 30,000 high quality face images. We use its edge maps as conditional inputs. The face

landmarks are connected as face edges, and the edges in the
background are detected by Canny edge detector.
• Deepfashion [24] contains 52,712 person images with various appearances and poses. 29,000 images are selected as
training set and the rest as validation set. We use its key
points as conditional inputs in experiments.
Evaluation Metrics: We adopt several evaluation metrics to assess image translation performance. Fréchet Inception Score (FID) [7] is adopted to measures the distance
between the distribution of generated images and real images. We also adopt Sliced Wasserstein distance (SWD)
[12] to measure statistical distance of low level patch distributions. Besides, Learned Perceptual Image Patch Similarity (LPIPS) [52] is adopted to evaluate the diversity of the
translated images with different exemplars, which computes
the perceptual distance between image features extracted by
AlexNet [17].
We also adopt and extend the metrics in [51] to evaluate
semantic consistency and style consistency. Specifically, a
pre-trained VGG model [33] is used to extract high-level
features (relu4 2 and relu5 2) of the ground truth and generated images that capture semantic features. The semantic consistency (VGG42 and VGG52 ) is defined by the distance between the extracted high-level features as computed
by cosine similarity. Similarly, the pre-trained VGG model
is applied to extract the low-level feature (relu1 2) of the
generated images and exemplars that capture style features.
The style consistency (VGGM and VGGV ) is defined by
the distance of channel-wise mean and standard deviation
as computed by cosine similarity.
Besides, we conduct user study (US) to evaluate the images generated under different ablation settings. 100 pairs
of generated images were shown to 20 users who select the
image with the best visual quality.
Implementation Details: The learning rate for translation network and discriminator is 1e-4 and 4e-4 (the feature transport network is optimized jointly with the translation network). We use Adam solver with β1 = 0 and
β2 = 0.999. The experiments are conducted on 4 32GB
Tesla V100 GPUs with synchronized BatchNorm applied.
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Figure 5. Qualitative illustration of UNITE and state-of-the-art image translation methods over four different types of conditional inputs.

The feature size for optimal transport is 64 × 64 with feature dimension of 128. The image size is set at 256×256 for
generation tasks using semantic map, edge map, keypoints,
and 128 × 128 for generation task using layout which is
consistent with [35].

4.2. Experimental Results
We compare UNITE with several state-of-the-art translation methods including 1) Pix2pixHD [40], a supervised
image translation method ; 2) Pix2PixSC [39], an exampleguided image synthesis model based on Pix2PixHD [40];
3) StarGAN v2[3], a model for multi-modal translation
with support for style encoding from reference images; 4)
SPADE [30], a supervised translation method that supports
style injection from an exemplar image; 5) SelectionGAN
[37], a guided translation framework with cascaded semantic guidance; 6) SMIS [57], a network for semantically
multi-modal synthesis task with all group convolutions; 7)
SEAN [56], a conditional translation network that can control the style of each individual semantic region; 8) CoCosNet [51], a leading exemplar-based translation framework
that works by building cross-domain correspondences.
Quantitative Results: In quantitative experiments, all
methods synthesize images with the same exemplars except Pix2PixHD [40] which synthesizes images directly
without exemplar guidance (it doesn’t support style injection from exemplars). As shown in Table 1, we compare
UNITE with state-of-the-art methods in image quality as
measured by FID and SWD and image diversity as measured by LPIPS. We can observe that UNITE outperforms
all compared methods over all metrics and tasks consistently. Specifically, UNITE achieves the best FID and SWD
which is largely attributed to our designed unbalance optimal transport in accurate feature alignments and semanticactivation normalization in effective style feature injection.

Besides generation quality, UNITE achieves the best generation diversity in LPIPS, thanks to the multi-stage feature
transport that aligns features in different scales to faithfully
preserve rich textures in exemplars.
Except for high quality and rich diversity, the generated image should preserve consistent semantics with conditional inputs and present consistent styles with exemplars.
Table 2 shows the semantic consistency and style consistency evaluated by the metrics described in Evaluation Metrics. With our UOT for accurate semantic feature matching
and SEACE for effective style injection, UNITE achieves
the best semantic consistency and style consistency.
Qualitative Evaluation: We compare images as generated by different translation methods as shown in Fig. 5. It
can be seen that UNITE achieves faithful styles to the exemplars. SPADE [30], SMIS [57] and StarGAN v2 [3] adopt
single latent code to encode image styles, which tend to capture global exemplar styles but miss local details. Although
SEAN [56] employs multiple latent codes for feature injection, it still struggles to preserve faithful and detailed exemplar style. CoCosNet [51] can preserve certain details,
but it adopts cosine similarity to align features which often lead to many-to-one matching and missing details as
demonstrated by blurry textures in CoCosNet synthesized
images. Our UNITE instead adopts UOT to achieve accurate feature alignment and a multi-stage transport to preserve the detailed texture. Besides, most existing methods tend to produce various artefacts as they do not build
long-range dependency between style features. Our UNITE
designs SEACE to explicitly build long-range dependency
between style features which leads to superior synthesis fidelity as illustrated.
The proposed UNITE also demonstrates superior diversity in image translation as illustrated in Fig. 6. We can
observe that UNITE is capable of synthesizing various real-
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Figure 6. Qualitative illustration of our proposed UNITE with different types of conditional inputs and exemplars.
Table 3. Ablation studies of our UNITE designs over CelebAHQ [25]: The baseline is SPADE that uses spatial denormalization
[30]. COS, OT and UOT mean to include cosine similarity, classical optimal transport and unbalanced optimal transport in feature
alignment. SEACE means to use the proposed semantic-activation
denormalization to inject style features. MS denotes the multistage feature transportation. Model in the last row is the standard
UNITE. US denotes the user study metric.
Models
FID ↓ SWD ↓ LPIPS ↑
US ↑
SPADE
SPADE+COS
SPADE+OT
SPADE+UOT
SEACE+UOT

31.50
16.32
17.87
14.02
13.46

26.90
16.10
17.24
15.41
15.12

0.187
0.201
0.202
0.206
0.208

0%
13%
10%
22 %
25 %

SEACE+UOT+MS

13.15

14.91

0.213

30 %

Conditional Input

Exemplar

Ground Truth

UNITE

w/o OT

w/o UOT

w/o MS

w/o SEACE

Figure 7. The ablation study of each different design in UNITE
as evaluated over a sample from dataset DeepFashion [24]. Specially, ‘w/o OT’ denotes image translation without feature alignment, ‘w/o UOT’ denotes using classical OT (without learnt unbalanced weights) to align features.

istic images with faithful style to the given exemplars.

4.3. Ablation Study
We conduct extensive ablation studies over CelebA-HQ
[25] to validate the effectiveness of our designs. As Table
3 shows, SPADE [30] is the baseline which achieves image
translation directly without feature alignment. When cosine
similarity is included to align features, the translation is improved significantly. While replacing cosine similarity with
classical optimal transport, the performance does is clearly
aggravated as classical optimal transport introduce many
false matchings. However, the translation performance improves clearly when our UOT is included, largely attributed
to that UOT adaptively learns the feature masses and suppresses false and many-to-one matching effectively. When
replacing SPADE with our proposed SEACE, the FID score
is improved clearly by 0.73. Additionally, the SWD and
LPIP scores are improved clearly when our proposed multistage feature transport is included. We also performed qualitative ablation studies on DeepFashion [24] by removing

each of our designs from the complete UNITE model. As
Fig. 7 shows, our designed UOT, MS and SEACE all contribute to the high-fidelity realistic image translation clearly.

5. Conclusions
This paper presents UNITE, an exemplar-based image
translation framework that adopts unbalanced optimal transport to align the feature between conditional input and exemplar, which effectively transport the style of the exemplar to the conditional input. A multi-stage feature transport
manner is applied to preserved more detailed deep features.
To inject aligned the style feature into the generation process, we propose a novel semantic-activation normalization
which builds the semantic coherence between style features
with the same semantic in style injection. Quantitative and
qualitative experiments show that UNITE is capable of generating high-fidelity images with consistent semantic with
the conditional input and faithful style to the exemplar.
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